Build conversational interfaces with SAP Conversational AI
Master the latest features of SAP Conversational AI in this tutorial by
creating a chatbot for customer ordering by calling an API and using
scripting to create a custom message from the response. Also learn how
to create a simple chatbot interface custom widget for SAP Analytics Cloud.

New full-stack UI5 sample app featuring CAP + OData V4 +
draft mode
The UI5 team recently published the code of a new SAPUI5 + CAP sample
app on GitHub, similar to – and based on – learnings from the app we built
in March to help the Foreign Office of Germany fly citizens home from
abroad. It showcases how to build a full-stack app using SAP Cloud
Application Programming Model and OData V4 with draft mode with UI5
freestyle and SAP Fiori elements. Read more about this project in this blog
post.

SAP Cloud Platform Integration Suite and Groovy Script
Sometimes you encounter file formats that are old and uncommon. While
we tend to use new formats for our daily work, there may be reasons to
keep an old integration working with old formats. In this blog post, Yusuf
Baysal shares how to convert XLS files to XML format in SAP Cloud
Platform Integration Suite with Groovy Script.

Consuming REST APIs with (Cloud) ABAP
Check out how to consume an external API using SAP Cloud Platform,
ABAP environment here. This blog post takes you step by step through
CRUD operations and JSON, while providing additional resources for your
reference.

Join us for SAP TechEd in 2020
Don’t miss this year’s SAP TechEd, a virtual, free, 48-hour non-stop
experience. Watch the Developer Keynote, dive deeper into the different
tracks, join Channel 1 for live updates, and engage with other participants
via the SAP Community. Find out about the latest learning opportunities
and certifications, rate your favorite products, and help shape and influence
the future of SAP solutions. Register now!

SAP Developer News Video
Be sure to keep a watch out for our new weekly SAP Developer News
show from our SAP Developer Advocates Team, where they will keep you
informed on the latest happenings in the SAP developer world. The playlist
can be found here.

New step by step tutorials
Explore our new or updated tutorials available on the SAP Developer
Center:
• Use Machine Learning to Classify Data Records: Use Data Attribute
Recommendation (one of the SAP AI Business Services in SAP
Cloud Platform) to classify entities such as products, stores and
users into multiple classes, using free text, numbers and categories.
• Build an SAP Fiori App that Consumes Data from an On-Premise
System: Develop a simple SAP Fiori app that consumes data from an
on-premise system, and deploy it to SAP Cloud Platform multi-cloud.
• Build OData Services from ABAP Transactions: Use Mobile
Transaction Bridge (MTB) to build OData services from ABAP
transactions.
• Create an Application with the Luigi Micro Frontend Framework: Use
the Luigi micro-frontend framework to create a web shopping
application written with two different technologies (React and UI5)
and configure additional features such as localization
• Develop a Fiori App Using the ABAP RESTful Programming Model
(Managed Scenario): Develop a travel booking SAP Fiori application
by using the managed approach of the ABAP RESTful Programming
Model.
• Deploy Chatbots to Various Platforms: Deploy chatbots created with
SAP Conversation AI to a web site, Slack, Facebook, and Microsoft
Teams.
• Get Ready to Develop on SAP Cloud Platform: Learn the basics of
SAP Cloud Platform, then get ready for development by registering
for a trial account and taking a tour of the SAP Cloud Platform
cockpit.
• Get Started with SAP Cloud Platform Workflow: Learn to build a
basic workflow in the Cloud Foundry environment of SAP Cloud
Platform by adding a user task to your workflow that you then display
and process in the SAP Fiori-based My Inbox, and creating a start
form for end users to start and complete the workflow application

Events
Check out the Events page in SAP Community for information about
upcoming SAP Developer Advocates livestreams as well as SAP
Community Calls, webcasts, and other virtual events.
See upcoming events

SAP TechEd: December 8-10, 2020
Registration for SAP TechEd is now open! Hear from SAP experts,
customers and partners. Tune in for tech talk. Stay for inspiration. Upskill
your future. Sign up today:
Register

Visit the SAP Developer Center
Check out the latest tutorials, code samples, product use cases, tools and
SDKs, and sign up for free developer trials.
Get started

Subscribe to this newsletter
Sign up to receive the monthly SAP Developer News with the latest
information on tools, tutorials, free trials and all things that matter to
developers right into your inbox.
Subscribe
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